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On Binary Reducibility 
ROGER DUKE 
Cunningham, and independently Lovasz and Recski, conjectured that a connected binary matroid 
M can be expressed as the matroid sum M 1 v M2 where M1 and M2 each have rank at least I if 
and only if there is a pointe of M such that M\e is disconnected. Cunningham settled this conjec-
ture, although his proof is complicated. In this paper we present a short proof based upon geometric 
ideas of Mason and a theorem of Lucas about rank preserving weak images of binary matroids. 
INTRODUCTION 
For basic matroid concepts see [8]. All matroids are defined on finite sets. Let M denote 
a matroid on E; for A £: E let C(A) denote the closure of A, i.e. the intersection of all 
flats of M containing A. Let MIA denote the restriction of M to A. For each e E E let 
M\e = MI(E - {e}) denote the deletion of e. 
A matroid M on E is reducible if there are matroids M 1 and M 2 on E, each with rank at 
least 1, such that M = M 1 v M 2 , the matroid sum of M 1 and M2 • 
IfF is a flat of M let (F) denote the (principal) modular cut {C(G)IF £: G}. Such a 
modular cut corresponds, under the well known one-one correspondence between modular 
cuts of M and one-point extensions of M (see [1]), to adding a new point freely to the flat 
F. 
Fore, pEE let M(e -+ p) denote the matroid onE obtained by first deleting e from M 
and then re-adding e to M\ e via the modular cut < C( { p})). This is tantamount to deleting 
e and adding it back as an element parallel top. 
If M 1 and M 2 are matroids on E then M 2 is a weak image of M 1 if for all I £: E, I 
independent in M 2 implies that I is independent in M 1 ; if also M 1 and M 2 are not isomorphic 
then M 2 is a proper weak image of M 1; if also M 1 and M 2 both have the same rank then M2 
is a rank preserving weak image of M 1 • 
In [7] (see also [4]) Mason introduced a special join construction: let M 1 and M2 denote 
matroids on E and let E' and E" be disjoint copies of E. For any e E E let e' E E' and 
e" E E" be the corresponding elements in the copies of E. Starting with the matroid 
M 1 EB M2 on E' u E" the Mason join of M 1 and M2 is the matroid MJ on the disjoint 
union E u E' u E" obtained by adding each e E E in turn via the modular cut 
(C({e', e"})). It is straightforward to show [7] that MJIE = M 1 v M2 • It is also very easily 
checked that if e E E is not a loop in M 1 then MJ(e -+ e') is a weak image of MJ. 
In [6] Lucas proves the following result. 
THEOREM (Lucas). If M 1 and M 2 are /oop/ess matroids on E, where M 1 is binary and M2 
is a proper rank preserving weak image of M 1 , then M2 is disconnected. 
The proof is straightforward and involves observing the effect of rank preserving weak 
maps on matrices of zeros and ones. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Using the above result of Lucas and the Mason construction we can prove the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM. Let M be a connected binary matroid on E. Then M is reducible if and only if 
there is an e E E such that M\ e is disconnected. 
This result was conjectured independently by Lovasz and Recski, and Cunningham [2]. 
Lovasz and Recski [5] originally verified the result for graphic matroids and Cunningham 
settled the conjecture [3] but by methods very different from those used here. 
PRooF. Without loss of generality we assume there are no loops in M. Given that M\e 
is disconnected for some e E E it is easily verified that M is reducible; our only concern here 
will be with the reverse implication. 
Suppose M = M 1 v M 2 where the rank of M 1 and M 2 is at least I; let M, M 1 and M 2 
have rank functions r, r1 and r2 , respectively. Let MJ be the Mason join of M 1 and M 2 as 
described above. Now (see [8]) 
r(E) = max (r1 (A) + r2 (E - A)), 
where the maximum is taken over all A ~ E; hence we can find a partition {A, B} of E such 
that 
(I) 
Because M is without loops and r1(E), r2(E) ~ I we can ensure that both M 1 IA and M 2 IB 
are without loops and r1(A) and r2 (B) are both~ I. Let {e1, e2 , ••• , em} be an ordering 
of the elements of E and let e; denote e; if e; E A, and e;' if e; E B. 
Consider the following matroids: 
N0 MJ 
N1 No(el --+ e1) 
N2 N1 (e2 --+ e2 ) 
For each i, N; is a rank preserving weak image of N;_ 1 • Hence N;IE is a weak image of 
N;_ 1 IE, and because of (I) it is also rank preserving. Now 
is connected, but Nm IE is obviously disconnected, so for at least one i, N; IE is a proper rank 
preserving weak image of N; _1 I E. Let j be the first such case, i.e. 
~- 1 1E ~ M but ~IE ;t/ M. 
Hence by the theorem of Lucas ~ IE is disconnected. But ~ IE differs from ~ _1 IE ~ M 
only by deleting ej and replacing it elsewhere. Hence M\ej must be disconnected. 
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